Fold recognition methods aim to use the information in the known protein structures (the targets) to identify that the sequence of a protein of unknown structure (the probe) will adopt a known fold. This paper highlights that the structural similarities sought by these methods can be divided into two types: remote homologues and analogues. Homologues are the result of divergent evolution and often share a common function. We define remote homologues as those that are not easily detectable by sequence comparison methods alone. Analogues do not have a common ancestor and generally do not have a common function. Several sets of empirical matrices for residue substitution, secondary structure conservation and residue accessibility conservation have previously been derived from aligned pairs of remote homologues and analogues (Russell et al., J. Mol. Biol., 1997, 269, 423-439). Here a method for fold recognition, FOLDFIT, is introduced that uses these matrices to match the sequences, secondary structures and residue accessibilities of the probe and target. The approach is evaluated on distinct datasets of analogous and remotely homologous folds. The accuracy of FOLDFIT with the different matrices on the two datasets is contrasted to results from another fold recognition method (THREADER) and to searches using mutation matrices in the absence of any structural information. FOLDFIT identifies at top rank 12 out of 18 remotely homologous folds and five out of nine analogous folds. The average alignment accuracies for residue and secondary structure equivalencing are much higher for homologous folds (residue~42%, secondary structure~78%) than for analogues folds (~12%,~47%). Sequence searches alone can be successful for several homologues in the testing sets but nearly always fail for the analogues. These results suggest that the recognition of analogous and remotely homologous folds should be assessed separately. This study has implications for the development and comparative evaluation of fold recognition algorithms.
Introduction
Fold recognition aims to identify that a sequence from a protein of unknown conformation (the probe) will adopt a fold 1 similar to that of a known protein (the target) by exploiting the additional information encoded in the three-dimensional structure of the target beyond that in its sequence (for reviews see Lemer et al., 1995; Bryant and Altschul, 1995; Torda, 1997; Jones, 1997) . The algorithms also align the sequences of the probe and the target with the goal of producing a rough structural model for the probe.
Methods for fold recognition can broadly be divided into two types. In the first approach the information in the database of known potential structural targets is represented in linear form, often called a profile, and the probe is matched in turn with these profiles. The Eisenberg approach (Bowie et al., 1991) was based on this strategy with the profile based on empirically-derived scores for the expected occurrence of residues in particular secondary structures and with a particular extent of accessibility. Subsequently the improvements in secondary structure prediction due to the use of homologous sequences, as for example implemented in the PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993a,b) algorithm, have been incorporated into several fold recognition algorithms e.g. Rost, 1995; Bates et al., 1996; Fischer and Eisenberg, 1996; Russell et al., 1996; Rice and Eisenberg, 1997; Rost et al., 1997) . The probe is represented by predicted secondary structure (and sometimes accessibility) and matched against the known secondary structure (and accessibility) of the targets. Recently the additional information encoded in homologous sequences has directly been incorporated into the probe and target profiles e.g. Defay and Cohen, 1996; Bates et al., 1996 . Generally these methods employ dynamic programming (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) to obtain an optimum one-dimensional match of the probe with target. The second main approach is to use pair potentials which score the propensity of two residues being at a certain distance (e.g. Sippl and Weitckus, 1992; Godzik et al., 1992; Jones et al., 1992; Bryant and Lawrence, 1993) . Recently Taylor (1997) has described an approach that combines aspects of the two strategies by incorporating profiles for multiple sequences and predicted secondary structures with pairwise interactions in the core.
In blind tests of fold recognition algorithms at the first critical assessment of techniques for protein structure prediction (CASP1) held at Asilomar (Lemer et al., 1995) , a highly successful method was THREADER (Jones et al., 1992; Jones et al., 1995) that used residue accessibility together with Sippltype pair-potentials (Sippl, 1990) . The results from CASP2 are discussed in the Discussion and Conclusion.
Fold recognition aims to detect two distinct types of structurally similar protein pairs: remote homologues and analogues. In both types, the proteins share a common three-dimensional structure without a significant sequence similarity. Remote homologues are the consequence of evolutionary divergence which is inferred from one or more common features, generally a similar function but sometimes the common presence of an unusual feature (e.g. Murzin, 1993a,b) . Analogues are the result of convergence and lack these strong signals suggesting RES indicates the amino acid sequence with the one letter code. SS denotes secondary structure with H for α-and 3.10-helices, B for β-sheets and C for coil. ACC denotes accessibility with b, i and e for buried, intermediate and exposed.
divergence. To our knowledge there has been no formal distinction between these two types of structural similarities in the development and evaluation of fold recognition algorithms.
The SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) of protein structures groups common folds into homologues and analogues and there are now sufficient coordinates available for these two types of similarities to be treated separately for statistical analysis and for fold recognition. In a previous paper (Russell et al., 1997) , we derived structural alignments for 359 pairs of analogous and homologous folds and derived empirical substitution matrices for use in fold recognition. Three sets of matrices were generated to quantify substitution between residues, the conservation of secondary structures and the conservation of residue accessibility. This paper evaluates whether different strategies should be employed for the recognition of analogous and remotely homologous folds. To address this, we have developed a program for fold recognition (FOLDFIT) that is based on matching the sequence, predicted secondary structure and accessibility of a probe with the sequence, known and predicted secondary structure and the known and predicted accessibility of the known templates (see Figure 1 ). Matches are evaluated by our empirically derived matrices for equivalenced analogous and homologous folds (Russell et al., 1997) . Previously Johnson et al. (1993) demonstrated the power of empirical matrices for fold recognition but in contrast to our approach derived matrices only from remote homologues and did not include predicted secondary structure or accessibility. Our approach is similar to several algorithms that also use predicted secondary structure (e.g. Rost, 1995; Defay and Cohen, 1996; Fischer and Eisenberg, 1996; Bates et al., 1996; Taylor, 1997; Rice and Eisenberg 1997; Rost et al., 1997) . However none of these studies addressed the differences in approach and in accuracies for the recognition of analogous and remotely homologous folds.
Methods
An outline of the FOLDFIT method for fold recognition is shown in Figure 1 and details now follow.
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Scoring matrices
The score M[p i , t j ] for a match of residue position i in the probe p (p i ) against residue position j in the target t (t j ) is given by
RES is a 20ϫ20 residue substitution matrix. SS is the 3ϫ9 secondary structure matching matrix with pred(p i ) and pred(t j ) being the 3-state predictions of secondary structure (α-helix, β-strand or coil) by PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993a; Rost and Sander, 1993b) performed via the Web server (http:// www.embl-heidelberg.de/predictprotein/predictprotein.html) and known(t j ) is the experimental secondary structure calculated by DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) . This approach aims to correlate mis-predictions of secondary structure in probe/target as might be expected for short α-helices (e.g. lacking typical patterns of helix hydrophobicity) or β-strands at the edge of a β-sheet (e.g. more likely to be predicted as coil). The consideration of both the known and predicted states for the target is referred to as confusion and is described in Russell et al. (1997) . ACC is the equivalent 3ϫ9 accessibility substitution matrix with residues defined as buried, intermediate or exposed as defined by Rost and Sander (1994) . Accessibility predictions are from the PHD server and the known assigned with accessibilities calculated by DSSP. In addition a second set of matrices were constructed without confusion for each of SS and ACC simply containing the propensity for matching a predicted state in the probe (secondary structure or accessibility) with a known state in the target (a 3ϫ3 matrix). For further details see Russell et al. (1997) .
Alignment algorithm
The probe is equivalenced to the template by a type 1 dynamic programming algorithm which finds the best match for the shorter sequence within a longer sequence (Sankoff and Kruskal, 1983 ). An afine gap penalty is used with values for gap opening and gap extension. When analogous or remote homologous folds are superposed, insertions or deletions in the centre of equivalenced secondary structures are rare. However it is possible for entire secondary structures present in one fold to be absent in another (Russell et al., 1997) . Accordingly apart from the two residues at the termini of an α-helix and one residue at the termini of a β-strand, gaps were not allowed to be inserted into an equivalence with a known secondary structure. This to some extent defines a conserved structural core. An additional feature was introduced into the alignment algorithm whereby one or more known secondary structure elements could be excluded automatically from the equivalencing by modification to the dynamic programming algorithm. The probe was matched in turn against each of the targets and the alignment score from the dynamic programming algorithm evaluated. The results are then sorted to identify the top scoring targets. The accuracy of residue equivalences between analogues or remote homologues is likely to be poorer than that obtained matching close homologues. It is important therefore to consider a set of alternative alignments in any subsequent screening stage or in generating rough three-dimensional models of the fold. The algorithm of Saqi and Sternberg (1991) was used to generate sub optimal alignments for high ranking fold matches. The shaving parameter (delta) that lowers each residue- Bernstein et al., 1977) code and postfixed with a chain identifier where necessary.
residue score along previously identified paths of the dynamic programming was always set to 5, since this value lead to good variation in the alignments obtained (results not shown).
Target database and probes used for evaluation
The target database for all runs was the 346 proteins distributed with the THREADER algorithm (Jones et al., 1992) . This set contains representatives from groups of structures within the protein databank showing Ͼ35% sequence identity (Orengo et al., 1993) .
Sets of probes (shown in Tables I and II) were chosen by an investigation of the above dataset and the SCOP database. Probes were chosen to be single domain proteins, containing at least one target showing structural similarity appropriate to analogous or homologous fold recognition. Apart from these criteria, selection of probes was entirely arbitrary and independent of the evaluation process. Once selected, probes were not changed.
Probes for the assessment of homologous fold recognition (Table I) were required to have targets in the database from the same SCOP superfamily, but where structural similarity was not evident from sequence comparison. We defined these remote homologues as any similarity that showed a BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) probability of P ജ 10 -6 during a comparison of the sequence to the database of sequence taken from the protein databank. This procedure was adopted to mimic a real situation where a new sequence was compared to those of known structure. Several of the similarities with P ജ 10 -6 could likely be detected by more sensitive approaches, and it could be argued that a more strict definition of remote homology should be used. However, it was thought that this cut off was typical of situations where fold recognition would be considered, and that the more easily detectable homologues would benefit all methods considered (FOLDFIT, THREADER and sequence comparison) equally.
3 Table II . List of probes and their allowable matches in the database for the analogue searches
Probes for the assessment of analogous fold recognition (Table II) were required to be similar to at least one target structure that was from a different SCOP superfamily (i.e. not likely to be a common ancestor). For these similarities, a more lenient definition of structural similarity was considered, whereby SCOP analogous fold groupings were considered similar to one another following searches through the above database using the STAMP algorithm. This approach is justified since several folds in SCOP are not grouped together simply to avoid excessively large sizes (A.G. Murzin, personal communication) . Note that for analogous fold recognition, similarities deemed homologous according to SCOP (i.e. same superfamily definition) were not considered, even when sequence similarities were insignificant. The classification of folds into homologues and analogues can be subjective as there is an overlap of sequence and structural similarities between these two types of folds (e.g. Jones, 1997 , Russell et al., 1997 . However the classifications in the SCOP database are widely accepted.
Evaluation procedure FOLDFIT was run with all 27 combinations of (i) Remote homologue matrix (RH), Analogue matrix (A) and Combined remote homologue and analogue matrix (AH); (ii) secondary structure with confusion, without confusion and no matrix; (iii) accessibility with confusion, without confusion and no matrix.
Matrices used in (ii) and (iii) always corresponded to same protein set as the matrix used in (i).
For each probe (nine analogues and 18 homologues) and for each of the above 27 combinations of matrices, 37 combinations of gap penalties were explored:
openings ( Thus a total of 26 973 comparisons between probe and target database were performed (a total of over 10 million pairwise comparisons). Individual FOLDFIT searches are extremely fast-a search with 162 residues against a database of 346 proteins takes 7 s of R10000 c.p.u. time. Thus FOLDFIT has applications for the screening of large genomic databases.
To compare with sequence searching alone, the PAM250 (Dayhoff et al., 1978) , BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) and GONNET (Gonnet et al., 1992) matrices were used with all combinations of gap penalties of ഛ10 as used for FOLDFIT. We have taken THREADER (Jones et al., 1992 (Jones et al., , 1995 as a benchmark for present day fold recognition algorithms as it was shown to be successful in the blind test at CASP1 (Lemer et al., 1995) . The program version 1 was kindly provided by David Jones. We note that a newer version of THREADER was made available after we performed this study (http://globin.bio.warwick.ac.uk/~jones/threader.html). For each probe, the ranks of correct folds were identified. When evaluating analogous fold recognition, any match with a remote homologue was ignored. The numbers of correct hits in the top n (n ϭ 1,5,10) were evaluated. For the calculation of alignment accuracy (see below), the first scoring correct fold was considered provided it occurred with a rank of ഛ10.
Alignment accuracy was calculated by comparing query alignments from the fold recognition (FOLDFIT, THREADER) and sequence methods to correct structure based alignments calculated by the STAMP method (Russell and Barton, 1992) . Only positions within the two similar structures deemed structurally similar were considered during the calculation of accuracy; positions outside these regions were ignored.
Two measures of alignment accuracy were considered after Russell et al. (1996) . In the first measure, the percentage of positions in the query alignment in exact agreement with those of the correct alignment was calculated (%RR). This measure is very strict, and alignments involving slippages of secondary structures (e.g. by one turn of an α-helix) will score as badly as those where wrong secondary structures are equivalenced. To allow for such slippages, a more lenient definition of accuracy was calculated by finding the percentage of correctly matched secondary structures in the query alignment (%SS). Two structures were considered correctly overlapping if at least two residues from each correctly aligned, structurally equivalent secondary structure were overlapping in the alignment derived from the fold recognition approach. In addition to these two measures, we evaluated the sum of the absolute shift and the root mean square of the shift of alignment. These measures led to similar conclusions to those reached using %RR and %SS (data not shown).
To obtain an accurate evaluation of empirical methods, it is important to exclude from the testing set information used to train the algorithm via the matrices. All matrices used by Table III . Best 10 matrices for recognition of remote homologues
The top 10 scoring matrices for recognition of remote homologues are given. The primary, secondary and tertiary table sorts are on rank 1, rank 10 and top %RR. In addition the best scoring sequence search and the results from THREADER are given. RES, SS and ACC are matrices for residue substitution, secondary structure conservation and residue accessibility conservation. The different combinations of matrices are RH, remote homologue; A, analogue; AH, combined remote homologue and analogue; nc denotes no confusion between prediction and known values in the target for SS and ACC; none denotes no matrix used. There were 18 pairs and the ranks denote the number of times the correct match was found. %RR and %SS are the residue and secondary structure alignment accuracies. Values are given for the top (i.e. optimal) solution and the best within the top 10 solutions. Table IV . Best 10 matrices for recognition of remote homologues averaged over gap penalties For each matrix combination, the results were averaged over all gap penalties. The results are sorted in decreasing values for the number of correct hits at rank 1. For details see Table III legend. FOLDFIT were cross-validated by excluding from their calculation any protein in the same SCOP superfamily as the probe or the target. Note that this is a very strict definition of homology, since it includes all structures thought to be homologous to the probe even in the absence of any sequence similarity. Thus the probe, the target and all homologues including remote relationships are excluded. Ideally the input from PHD should similarly be cross-validated but as this program is via a Web server this would be difficult. In keeping with other recent studies on fold recognition starting with PHD (Defay and Cohen, 1996; Fischer and Eisenberg, 1996) we did not perform this cross-validation. However the average per residue accuracy of the predictions of secondary structure and residue accessibility were typical of the results expected from the programs on a protein not in its training dataset. THREADER and the three sequence matrices were not cross validated.
Results
Optimal matrix combination
Tables III to VI report the accuracies of fold identification and sequence to structure alignment for recognition of remote homologues (18 folds) and analogues (nine folds) using Table V . Best 10 matrices for recognition of analogues The top 10 scoring matrices for recognition of analogues are given. The primary, secondary and tertiary table sorts are on rank 1, rank 10 and top %SS. In addition the best scoring sequence search and the results from THREADER are given. For details see Table III legend. FOLDFIT with different sets of empirical substitution matrices. For comparison, Tables III and V also report the results of performing the same searches with traditional sequence substitution matrices (BLOSUM62, PAM250 and GONNET) and with THREADER. Table III shows the top 10 results for recognition of remote homologues. The scores are primarily sorted on the number of correct hits at rank one, then on the number at rank 10, and finally on the residue alignment accuracy. Although the differences in accuracies are small, the results suggest that in terms of both fold identification and residue alignment accuracy, the best results are from the remote homologue (RH) residue substitution matrix together with the corresponding matrices for secondary structure with confusion and accessibility without confusion, though very similar results were obtained for other combinations of matrices. Because of the small differences in performances for individual runs in Table  III , we calculated (Table IV) accuracies for each matrix combination averaged over all gap penalties. (Similar rankings were obtained when averaging over the top third or top two third results for each matrix combination.) The best residue substitution matrix remains RH together with secondary structure without confusion and without accessibility. The best sequence matrix for searching was BLOSUM62 (Table III) . Table V presents the top 10 results for the analogous folds. Since all the residue alignments are poor, we consider the alignment accuracy for secondary structure equivalence rather than residue accuracy which was used for the homologues. Thus Table V reports high scoring hits using primary and secondary sorts as best at first rank and then best in the top 10 and the tertiary sort as secondary structure alignment 5 accuracy. Contrary to our expectation, generally the best results are by the RH matrix rather than those from the analogues or combined set. The best result is RH with secondary structure and accessibility both with confusion. The next two best results are with secondary structure without confusion and without any inclusion of accessibility. When averaged over all gap penalties (Table VI) , the RH matrix remains the best with the secondary structure and accessibility including confusion. In keeping with the result for the homologues, the best results were from BLOSUM62.
Accuracies of FOLDFIT, THREADER and BLOSUM62
In the subsequent evaluation, the optimal matrix with optimal gap penalties for FOLDFIT for recognition of remote homologues (Table III) and for analogues (Table V) will be used. BLOSUM62 with optimal gap penalties will represent sequence searching alone. For recognition of the 18 homologous folds, FOLDFIT, THREADER folds and BLOSUM62 respectively identify 12 (67%), 5 (28%) and 8 (44%) at first rank. The additional information available in three-dimensional structure, such as matching secondary structures, enables FOLDFIT to identify~50% more folds than BLOSUM62. FOLDFIT correctly equivalences roughly 42% of residues and 78% of secondary structures. Comparison of alignment accuracies is difficult. For each set of parameters, only probe/target alignments were considered if the fold was successfully identified in the top 10 rank. In the calculation of the average alignment accuracy, only the highest ranking target was used. Thus the values depend on the number and nature of correct hits found. However, the results do suggest that BLOSUM62 by itself provides alignments of comparable accuracies to FOLDFIT. In Table III , the best accuracy reports the average over the successful identification within the top 10 rank of the best alignment accuracy for the set of optimals and suboptimals generated. Generally at both the residue and secondary structure level, the best of the set of 20 suboptimal alignments provides only a slight improvement in alignment accuracy compared with the optimal. For the first 14 correct structures at rank ഛ10, the difference in accuracies between the best sub-optimal alignment and the optimal alignment were small: 4% for both %RR and %SS.
For recognition of the nine analogous folds, FOLDFIT recognizes 5 (56%), THREADER 2 (22%) and BLOSUM62 1 (11%). Thus for recognizing analogous folds, it is crucial to incorporate three-dimensional information. The alignment accuracy of FOLDFIT at the residue level is poor-on average only 12% of residues are correctly matched, and only 48% of secondary structures. These results show that FOLDFIT does not perform fold recognition by correctly equivalencing residues between the probe and target and this probably explains why the analogue matrix derived from the entire residue alignment of analogous folds did not yield the best results for analogous fold recognition. For analogues, fold recognition by FOLDFIT involves primarily matching secondary structures and the greater conservation of chemical properties within the remote homologue matrix probably enhances its performance. Consideration of the best sub-optimal alignment for the first correct folds at rank ഛ10 gave a greater improvement in the alignment accuracy than that observed for the remote homologues: 14% for %RR and 30% for %SS averaged over the 11 probes.
Tables VII and VIII suggest that the recognition of the correct fold by FOLDFIT is strongly length dependent. The value Lp gives the length of the probe, and Lt/Lp is the ratio of the first correct scoring target length over the probe length. When the differences between the lengths (L) of the probe and the first correct target are large (shown as a ratio in the tables), the method generally fails. For homologues, 11/12 of the successes in Table VII have ratios in the range 0.94-1.19. Only one similarity with a ratio in this range is not detected (1rbp/1bbp-a), though the correct target is at rank 2, reflecting a near success. For analogues, the effect appears less predominant; successes and failures have a similar range of ratios, though it is difficult to draw conclusions from such a small dataset. The length dependence (particularly for the remote homologues) suggests that an alternative to type 1 dynamic 6 programming is needed to detect similarities where large differences in length exist. However they also suggest the power of imposing a length difference restriction during fold recognition, since a large proportion of similar folds have similar lengths, even though (as for FOLDFIT), this restriction can lead to inaccurate results, particularly when the secondary structure pattern and length are similar in an incorrect fold. Tables VII and VIII also show that there is no simple relationship between structural similarity and the success at fold recognition.
Tables VII and VIII also highlight the difference between remote homologues and analogues with respect to the ability of sub-optimal alignments to improve accuracy (as mentioned Example showing a typical difference between analogous and homologous fold recognition. The structure shown to the left of the figure, cytochrome CЈ from A.denitrificans, was used as a probe for both homologous and analogous fold recognition. Two separate searches were performed with optimal matrices/parameters for each type. Structures to the right of the probe are labelled with the rank as output by FOLDFIT, the protein databank code (postfixed by a chain identifier where necessary), and two numbers reporting the percent residue (%RR) and secondary structure (%SS) alignment accuracy. Structures on the top of the figure are the top scoring correct matches from the remote homologue search; those on the bottom are from the analogue search. above). For most remote homologues, the initial, optimal alignment is mostly correct; any improvements observed within the top 20 scoring sub-optimal alignments is usually marginal. However, for the analogues there are many examples where considering the best scoring sub-optimal alignment leads to a drastic improvement in alignment accuracy. For example the β trefoil probe (1bar-a) successfully finds its analogous match (1tie), though the optimal alignment has a very poor accuracy (%RR ϭ 0 and %SS ϭ 10), which may have to do with the threefold symmetry of this fold (Murzin et al., 1992) , not considered in the calculation of alignment accuracy. Regardless, consideration of the best sub-optimal alignment leads to a very good alignment, with %RR ϭ 39.7 and %SS ϭ 90 with nearly all the secondary structure elements correctly equivalenced. Figure 2 shows a typical example of the difference between a search for remote homologues and analogues using a common probe: cytochrome CЈ from Alcaligenes denitrificans (PDB code 1cgn). The probe adopts an up-and-down four-helical bundle fold (SCOP classification), and is a member of a superfamily of cytochromes. The two remote homologues in the target database were found at ranks 1 (cytochrome CЈ from Rhodospirillum molischianum) and 2 (cytochrome b562 from Escherichia coli) by FOLDFIT and give high values of both %RR and %SS. Although the top ranking structure might be deemed an easy case, since it is a true orthologue with 31% sequence identity, the second scoring fold is a true remote homologue with only 16% sequence identity and a slightly different function, and would not be expected to be detected by sequence methods alone. In contrast, the search for analogues (i.e. ignoring any Table IX . Summary of accuracies at recognition of analogous and remotely homologous folds remote homologues) found incorrect structures at ranks 1 and 2, with correct structures found and ranks 3 (human apolipoprotein), 30 (Spiniculid worm hemerythrin) and 55 (tobacco mosaic virus, PDB code 2tmv-p). All the correct hits had much poorer residue alignment accuracies.
Discussion and conclusion
Summary of key results
FOLDFIT, which exemplifies approaches that match sequence and secondary structure, achieves similar success at identification of remotely homologous and analogous folds (see Table  IX ). Explicit inclusion of residue accessibility did not markedly improve fold identification or alignment accuracy. The average residue alignment accuracy for homologous folds (~42%) is far better than that for analogous folds (~12%). A substantial difference is also seen in the secondary structure alignment accuracy (~78% for homologues compared with~47% for analogues).
Sequence searches alone, as exemplified by use of the BLO-SUM62 matrix, can achieve success at recognizing and aligning remotely homologous folds from a small database of protein structures even though the sequence similarity is not significant (Table IX) . However sequence searches are very poor at analogous fold recognition.
Sequence and structural conservation within fold types
Can the results of this study be interpreted in terms of the observations in our previous comparative analysis of sequence and structural conservation in analogous and homologous folds (Russell et al., 1997) ? The most appropriate values from the analysis are from aligned residues as these includes all pairings other than a residue equivalenced with a gap rather than solely including those residue pairs that are structurally equivalenced. On average, analogues have a significantly lower level of aligned sequence identity than remote homologues (8.6 Ϯ 4.2% compared with 12.1 Ϯ 4.3%). In addition, there is a greater degree of conservation of chemical properties in remote homologues compared with analogues as shown by the dendrograms derived from residue substitution tables. The success of the BLOSUM62 matrix at recognition of remote homologues and its failure with analogues is probably the consequence of these sequence differences.
The RH matrix is similar to the BLOSUM62 matrix (Russell et al., 1997) and so the improved results by FOLDFIT compared with BLOSUM62 are likely the result of including 3D structural information. Analysis showed that aligned secondary structure is conserved for 75% of residues in remote homologues and 70% for analogues. FOLDFIT exploits this conservation to yield better remote homologue recognition and to yield useful results for analogue recognition compared with BLOSUM62. Indeed the omission of secondary structure information from FOLDFIT leads to poorer fold recognition accuracies (data not shown).
The values for aligned secondary structure conservation are reduced to 65 and 63% when the matching is a known secondary structure of one protein with the predicted secondary structure of the other. The inclusion of confusion into the secondary structure matrix did not yield improved results which suggests that conservation of this feature at 65% is insufficient to enhance fold recognition. Similarly the percentage conservations of accessibility in remote homologues and analogues are 56% and 49% and FOLDFIT performance did not improve substantially when accessibility matching was included.
The results of this study are dependent on the quality of the empirical matrices and the accuracy of the assessment. The accuracy of structure-based protein sequence alignment has been the subject of some recent debate (Godzik, 1996; Feng and Sippl, 1996) . The alignment method used here for generating the empirical matrices and for the assessment of %RR and %SS (STAMP; Russell and Barton, 1992 ) is based on the residue equivalence probability of Rossmann and Argos (1976) , which includes terms both for C α -C α distance and for local main chain conformation. In tests, STAMP alignments have been shown to agree closely with those of Sali and Blundell (1990) and of Taylor and Orengo (1989) and those derived by manual inspection, though disagreements can be more pronounced for very weakly similar structures (Russell and Barton, 1992; and unpublished results) . It is not considered that the results here would differ markedly if a different alignment method were used to construct the empirical matrices. However, the accuracy of the alignments for analogues may well be poorer than for homologues and this would affect the quality of the empirical matrices. In addition, more proteins (94 pairs) were in the homologue database used in Russell et al. (1997) compared with the analogue set (46 pairs) and this could also lead to more accurate scores in the homologue matrix compared with that for the analogues.
In this study the empirical matrices, the datasets used for testing and the evaluation of results rely on the division of related folds into homologues and analogues. As more is understood about structural and functional relationships of proteins, some of the fold classification can change (A.G. Murzin personal communications) . This in turn would affect the conclusions about the relative successes of fold recognition between homologues and analogues. Whilst we acknowledge that the accuracy of the matrices and the classification would affect our results, we consider that the broad conclusions from this study would not alter.
Two distinct fold recognition problems
The results show that the accuracy of our fold recognition is markedly different for remote homologues and analogues. The question is whether developing different algorithms for recognition of analogous and remotely homologous folds would yield improved accuracy. Remote homologues often have sufficiently strong signals in sequence alone for a reasonable detection rate. There are powerful approaches to exploit aligned protein sequences to detect remote homologies by the generation of profiles (Barton and Sternberg, 1990; Birney et al., 1996; Gribskov et al., 1987) or the use of hidden Markov models (Eddy, 1996; Krogh et al., 1994) . These methods therefore might be expected to provide a valuable strategy for fold recognition that would complement approaches that exploit the three-dimensional information in the target database. In contrast, there is a lower level of sequence identity and chemical conservation in analogues. This raises the question of whether profiles recogni-8 tion from sequence considerations alone are appropriate for analogous fold.
Several present day approaches for fold recognition use pair potentials to score the predicted residue-residue contacts in the probe e.g. Bryant and Lawrence, 1993; Jones et al., 1992; Sippl and Weitckus, 1992 . For the remote homologues, FOLDFIT yielded an average residue alignment accuracy of 42% which suggests that 18% of these residue-residue pairs will be correctly identified. In contrast only 12% of residues are correctly aligned in analogues leading to around only 1% of residue pairings being correctly identified. However in addition to these correctly identified residue pairings, the general environment of a residue, such as its exposure, will be correctly assigned. In algorithms such as FOLDFIT, with such a difference in alignment accuracy for remote homologues and analogues, the added value of pair potential might be markedly different for these two types of folds.
Comparative evaluation of algorithms
In the evaluation of fold recognition, a set of probes is scanned against a database of targets of known fold and the ranking of correct matches is used as a measure of success. As the principal aim of fold recognition is to identify probe/target matches that could not be detected by sequence searches alone, it is crucial to perform explicitly a sequence search of the probe against the target database. The much reduced size of the target database compared with a full sequence will lead to high ranking hits of probe with a correct target due to features such as sequence length or simply chance. These background matches cannot be completely excluded by use of criteria based on sequence identity. The widely used Sander and Schneider (1991) relationship of 25% identity for matching sequences of over 80 residues was derived to identify that protein pairs above this cut-off can reliably be presumed to be homologous. The converse that sequence similarities below this cut-off cannot be identified by sequence searches is not valid. Accordingly, in this study no probe/target relationships could be detected by a BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) search against all the sequences in the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) with a probability cut-off Ͼ10 -6 . In addition, the results of fold recognition were contrasted to sequence searches alone using dynamic programming.
The various approaches for fold recognition have been developed with different assumptions about the sequence and structural conservation between the probe and the targets. These often reflect different implicit assumptions as to whether the main problem to be tackled is detecting analogues or remote homologues or even medium homologues. As a result, a variety of different training and testing sets of proteins are used. Our results suggest that without dividing the testing set into analogues and remote homologues, comparison of algorithms between different publications is very difficult. In this paper, we have benchmarked FOLDFIT against THREADER (Jones et al., 1992 (Jones et al., , 1995 as it has served as a benchmark in several other studies (Defay and Cohen, 1996; Bates et al., 1996; Russell et al., 1996) . We note that the recently revised version of THRE-ADER is more accurate (Dr D.T.Jones, personal communication) than the version used here (see discussion of CASP2 below). It should also be noted that the results reported for FOLDFIT are the best obtained over several gap penalties and with different matrix combinations; THREADER would likely give much better results if given the same evaluation.
The first comparative assessment of fold recognition (CASP1) reported the results of fold recognition predictions on a total of eleven targets by nine groups (Lemer et al., 1995) . A detailed comment on this assessment is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we note here that almost every alignment for each target proved mostly inaccurate with one main exception: the replication terminator protein (rtp) from Bacillus subtilis. The Sippl group obtained a good alignment of this protein with histone H5 (chicken), a member of the winged helix-turn-helix superfamily of proteins, of which rtp was deemed subsequently to be a member (SCOP). Thus the only clearly successful alignment from CASP1 was for a pair of remote homologues.
The results of the recent second comparative assessment of fold recognition (CASP2) at Asilomar (http://PredictionCenter.llnl.gov) are described elsewhere (Levitt, 1997 ) and here we make only a few comments. The most successful approach was that of Murzin and Bateman (personal communication) who achieved 100% success for submissions against structures revealed to resemble an already known fold (as of Feb 1997). These predictions were based on manually identifying remote homologues to the folds classified in SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) and a consideration of protein sequence, predicted secondary structure, protein function and a survey of the literature. The success of this approach shows that targets used for the evaluation in CASP2 are dominated by remote homologues rather than analogues. Thus many correct predictions were the result of finding the correct remote homologue, though it should be noted that several methods identified a correct analogue rather than a homologue even though there was a homologue in the target database. An analysis of the different accuracies of algorithms in identifying homologues and analogues is important.
A preliminary version of FOLDFIT was used to enter CASP2. For the seven proteins of determined structure and with fewer than 350 residues that have a resemblance to a previously known fold, the method identified three or four at top rank depending on the measure of structural similarity. This percentage is similar to the results by FOLDFIT in this paper. Several methods are likely to be assessed as better than FOLDFIT. We note that using the criterion of number of correct folds at rank one, THRE-ADER2 performed better than FOLDFIT at CASP2 (Jones, 1997) . However, the differences are marginal and not likely to be statistically significant. It is unlikely that the differences between analogues and remote homologues described here would differ substantially if many other fold recognition methods were used.
Implications
Should the emphasis for fold recognition be placed on analogues or remote homologues? In our previous analysis based on parsing SCOP there were roughly twice as many pairs of remote homologues than analogues (Russell et al., 1997) . In CASP2 the targets were dominated by remote homologues. As the number of know protein structures increases, the commonality of fold increasingly will be the consequence of a remote homologue (Orengo et al., 1993; Orengo et al., 1994) . Identification of a remote homologue by fold recognition strongly suggests a related function and can thus be a powerful tool in interpreting genomic data. These facts all suggest that the focus should be on recognizing remote homologues. Nevertheless analogous fold recognition will remain important for understanding the principles governing protein structure.
